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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following demonstrates the use of data analytics for a loan origination process?
A. Reviewing error handling controls to notify appropriate personnel in the event of a
transmission failure
B. Validating whether reconciliations between the two systems are performed and
discrepancies are investigated
C. Evaluating whether loan records are included in the batch file and are validated by the
servicing system
D. Comparing a population of loans input in the origination system to loans booked on the
servicing system
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
During application development using network capability, which three applications help to
identify network problems that are happening on your application? (Choose three.)
A. ping
B. ls
C. top
D. df
E. netstat
F. tcpdump
Answer: A,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company maintains an Azure storage account. The storage account uses blobs and tables.
Customers access the storage account by using shared access signatures (SASs).
You need to monitor the usage of the storage services. You need to do the following:
Which three data analysis tasks should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution.
A. Use data from the logs of the storage services to calculate aggregate server latency across

individual requests. Determine whether the results of this calculation indicate that the Azure
Storage service is in compliance with the SLA.
B. Analyze the logs of the storage services to find records of operations that are marked as
billable.
C. Analyze the logs of the storage services to determine which storage services were
inaccessible because of permissions issues.
D. Review the Azure documentation to determine which storage operations are billable.
Then find records of those operations in the logs of the storage services.
E. Correlate the data logged from the storage service with the permissions to store data in the
individual blobs and containers. Determine which storage services were inaccessible because
of permissions issues.
F. Use data from the logs of the storage services to find individual storage access attempts that
do not comply with the SLA.
Answer: A,C,D
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